The 11 Best Books On Football. Get ready for the new season with the game's greatest reads. By Will Hersey. Â Being a football fan these days seems to require at least a rudimentary ability to prattle on about the limitations of the 4-2-3-1 formation at the drop of a hat. It wasn't always the case of course and this recent fascination might be partly the blame of tactical chin-stroker and Guardian writer Jonathan Wilson, whose excellent history of the subject (from the days when 1-2-7 was an acceptable formation) is now a must-read for anoraks everywhere. They play football in the park every weekend. Mark (watch) TV at the moment. Mark is watching TV at the moment. What time (she/finish) school today? What time is she finishing school today? Â Our teacher always gives us a lot of homework. What (they/do) at the moment? What are they doing at the moment? Mark (not watch) TV, he's reading. Mark isn't watching TV, he's reading. He (usually/not listen) to classical music. He usually doesn't listen to classical music. We (not go) to the park because it's raining. We don't go to the park because it's raining. Upgrade to remove adverts. Only RUB 258.34/month. Â Football in the park, 15-a-side, traversing round the see-saw, monkey bars, slides and dog shit. Rush keeper and no toe-pokers from within the (hotly disputed) six-yard box. Play until itâ€™s literally too dark to see the ball anymore. Â The aim was to smash the football as hard as you could at the other teams players. And if you were unlucky enough to get hit in the hand with the ball, every member of the opposite team gave you a dead arm. Fun times. Â Football fiction and non-fiction titles to encourage a love of reading in primary-school children aged 5 to 11. Â Guaranteed to be studied obsessively (thankfully it's pocket-sized for easy access at the park or on the pitch!). Claim A FREE Book Reviews Activity Pack! A huge collection of reading comprehension & creative writing resources. Â The ultimate handbook for football-mad readers, this covers all aspects of the beautiful game, from world-famous star players to the history of the sport, dream teams, top leagues and how they work, unforgettable goals and memorable matches. Infographics and photographs will ensure that budding commentators have all the facts at their fingertips! fantastic Footballers: Meet 40 game changers by Jean-Michel Billioud. (£9.99, Wide Eyed Editions).